vailing in Italy, which are still far from having attained a stable equilibrium, it appears obvious that banks could not possibly abstain from financing the Treasury, to devote all their liquid assets to the financing of production. Apart from the fact that excessive credit, when business is still feeling the effects of war, might be used in financing speculative activities, unproductive enterprises, and wasteful long-term investments, there is the risk that an easy money policy might stimulate post-war activities beyond the limits set by economic possibilities. Furthermore, this policy would accentuate the conditions prevailing in the second half of 1946 and early in 1947, characterised by dwindling supplies to the Treasury from the money market; this would lead to a further deterioration of the monetary situation and thus hinder, rather than favour, a business revival. In other words the "indirect circuit" must be maintained, at least until tax revenue is adequate to cover a considerable part of the Government deficit, leaving the issue of loans to cover the rest.

The chief problem is therefore that of securing a more rational distribution of available deposits; this should be done by gradually increasing the amount used in financing productive activities, including foreign trade, while proportionately reducing amounts used in financing Treasury requirements.

No doubt it will not be an easy task to take a decision on the right apportionment of bank funds between business activities and the Treasury.

The objectives of the new credit policy make the 1926 legislation appear obsolete. Even if the ratio set by such legislation (20 to 1, later increased to 30) were raised to 40, as suggested, the position of large banks would not be greatly improved because, in their case, deposits exceed capital plus reserves by much larger amounts; furthermore, any improvement would only be short-lived because the actual ratio of deposits to capital plus reserves is an increasing one, owing to the steady growth of deposits and the unvarying amount of capital plus reserves (8).

The new scheme would instead introduce a distinction between the present volume of deposits and its further growth and allow for changes to be made in the percentages; it seems a more flexible scheme that could readily adjust itself to the ever-changing market situation. Furthermore, as a result of this new system, banks would not be forced to shift their capital from one investment to another; they would know in advance the percentage of the increase in deposits that they cannot dispose of and thus they could adopt a suitable loan policy.

Finally, the new system would secure greater uniformity in the percentages which were widely diverging from bank to bank under the old system, ranging, as pointed out above, from 7 to 75 per cent.

Important questions are those relating to the scope of the new scheme, and to the establishment of the percentages, which are now only tentatively set.

As for the first problem, it must be decided whether the rule regarding the ratio of deposits to capital and reserves should be applied also to some credit institutions heretofore exempted but which now engage in operations formerly proper to regular banks and whether, should the application of the rule be generalised, the same percentages should be applied to all banking institutes.

The fixing of the percentages and their possible subsequent variations will be one of the most delicate features in the execution of the new system. A too severe policy might result in a paradoxical choice of investments by banks; some less profitable operations might be avoided in favour of others, profitable from a business view-point, but which are precisely those the policy aims at discouraging. The matter is certainly a difficult one, especially under present Italian conditions; and well for special skill on the part of the Authorities charged with assuring the role to be played by the banking system in facing a progressive inflationary expansion of the currency.

### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period</th>
<th>Legal tender currency</th>
<th>Bank Deposits (m)</th>
<th>Ratio of deposits to currency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amount (mil. lire)</td>
<td>Index number</td>
<td>Amount (mil. lire)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>25.2</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>55.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>24.8</td>
<td>126.7</td>
<td>61.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>157.4</td>
<td>77.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1944</td>
<td>54.9</td>
<td>844.6</td>
<td>93.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>79.2</td>
<td>747.1</td>
<td>117.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1942</td>
<td>181.2</td>
<td>105.5</td>
<td>164.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1945</td>
<td>339.4</td>
<td>819.9</td>
<td>248.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1946</td>
<td>389.8</td>
<td>1,320.8</td>
<td>406.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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1. — It has long been observed that during periods of monetary expansion, such as that during the war, the increase in the volume of bank deposits tends to lag somewhat behind the increase in the volume of notes in circulation.

A prominent place was given to this consideration by the Bank for International Settlements in its Fourteenth Annual Report (published at the end of 1944): "The general trend of the Bank deposits has, of course, been upwards, but the increase has been less marked than that of the note issues, with the result that notes in circulation have everywhere gained in importance in relation to the volume of deposits. The relative decline at the big commercial banks has been less pronounced in the United Kingdom, where, from 1929 to 1941, deposits at the 'big five' declined by about one-quarter in relation to the note circulation; in the United States, France, Holland, Denmark, Finland and Sweden, the corresponding recession was about one-half; and in Germany, Hungary and Switzerland it was by three-quarters" (1).

The Report does not furnish data concerning Italy, and therefore does not notice that during the war years this tendency was even more pronounced in Italy than in any other country. In fact, at the end of 1938, as shown in Table 1, the ratio of deposits to notes in circulation in Italy was 2567:1, as against 225 milliards in notes emitted the over-all amount of bank deposits totalled 55.5 million lire. By the end of 1942 this ratio had already declined by two-fifths, dropping to 1489.9:1. And subsequent-
ly the fall became even faster: by the end of 1943 we had nearly the 77.9% minimum reached at the end of 1944. As that time deposits totalled 248.8 milliards against a note circulation totalling 394.4 milliard lire.

2. — Quite naturally this trend led to belief that in Italy, as in all other countries, the importance of the means available to the banking system, seen as a limit to their credit capacity, had substantially decreased; and that the system had therefore lost ground in its basic function of serving as the credit intermediary between those who furnish capital in monetary form and those who need it.

Indeed, even if prices not increased more than the emission of banknotes, the fact that from the end of 1938 to the end of 1944 the volume of deposits increased only 4% times while note circulation increased 14.2 times meant that the credit potential of the banks expressed in real terms was not even one-third of the pre-war level. And meanwhile requirements of monetary capital had substantially increased in all fields of economic activity as a result of reconstruction needs. At the very moment when the need for mobilising all the Nation's credit resources was being most acutely felt, the banking system found itself with a diminished capacity to fill its intermediary function. The consequences of this constriction are obvious, also for the profitability of the banking business, the latter being from several viewpoints a far from negligible prerequisite of efficiency in the banking system.

It is well understandable therefore that the banks interpreted "reconstruction" of the banking structure to mean restoration of their previous status and return to a deposits-note circulation ratio not much different from possibly larger than that of the pre-war. Fully legitimate, therefore, was the tendency of the individual banks to expand their deposits by all means, not to say at any cost, in order to replace their former credit potential. Indeed, this tendency could well be considered in the general interest since only by recovery of the individual banks could the banking system as a whole increase its contribution to meet the financial requirements of economic reconstruction.

3. — In truth, there were and possibly still are some doubts as to the possibility of such a recovery in the deposits-note circulation ratio, which reached their pre-war level of 1944 would have required trebling the volume of deposits, assuming that the emission of banknotes remained unchanged.

The traditional concept—which, from the presupposition that deposits and the formation of new savings must have an almost invariably parallel increase, concludes that an increase in bank deposits normally entails a corresponding increase in depositors' savings—has not, in fact, been completely dismissed. And drawing from savings, under the circumstances of this post-war economy, which has suffered a heavy curtailment of income and consequently of saving capacity, the huge amount required to restore bank deposits to their former proportions would have had and would still have highly problematic results.

However, a mistake assumption was implicit in this concept: the world of credit was considered as a mere sector of the world of wealth rather than as a modified reflection thereof. This means that the supporters of this concept did not reckon with the fact that although credit of any form must always have a base of tangible wealth, the same base has always a greater or lesser degree of "virtuality", that is, can be, in other words, a creation of credit out of "nothing", i.e., without any variation in the amount of wealth. Thus bank deposits, which are only a particular kind of credit, credits extended by the public to the banking system, can well increase without there being a corresponding increase in the existing amount of real wealth; sufficient that there occur a variation, according to Cannan's clear expression, in "the degree in which the banks occupy the position of intermediaries between the persons who provide capital and the persons or institutions which want to entrust it" (3). In other words, it is sufficient to vary the degree of the "banking mobilization of wealth", that is, the ratio between the amounts of deposits and the amount of real wealth existing at a given moment.

The flow of fresh savings to the banks is therefore but one of the factors which can result in a variation in the volume of bank deposits. But these, we repeat, can and normally do vary without requiring a corresponding formation of fresh savings, either voluntary or forced. The variation in the amount of deposits is also and above all dependent on the changes made in the distribution of pre-existing savings among the various types of investments; deposits may increase even without an influx of fresh savings if there be an increase in public preference for bank deposits to other forms of investment, among which is of course included the holding of banknotes. This is what is meant by saying that it is sufficient to vary the "degree of banking mobilization" of the existing wealth.

Under the specific circumstances referred to—the rapid expansion of note circulation—the increase in deposits, required for the desired recovery is an increase expressed in monetary terms, and not a "real" increase; as such, references to existing wealth should be made only with its expression in current monetary terms rather than in its real value.

We thus bring into the picture not only savings from current income, which already and of themselves are likely to expand considerably with the expansion of currency and price, but above all "savings" from gains resulting from the revaluation of existing property. At the same time these revaluation gains may result in a variation of the "degree of banking mobilization" of the existing wealth: as the existing real wealth becomes adjusted to the changing value of money, the individual owners of this wealth acquire a correlated possibility of monetary "savings" which can result in an increase in the "degree of banking mobilization" if and as the revalued capital is converted into currency deposited at a bank.

This may occur, and under the above circumstances we think that it does occur to a large extent, not only for wealth that is capital in the strict sense of the word, such as manufacturing materials held by producers, but also for durable consumer goods held by consumers. Thus, for instance, any "consumer" can increase his deposits until (deliberately or not) they reach their former level of 1944, in the volume of banknotes held on hand, even if he withdraws from savings from his current income (indeed, even if his expenses are in excess of his produced income) by simply selling an automobile, a picture, an apartment, or some other object and depositing part of the sum realized at a bank (4).

The recovery of bank deposits can therefore be considered as but one specific case of recovery in the nominal level of all the various types of assets which make up the wealth of the individual and directly or indirectly in aggregate make up the evaluation of the national wealth. It is well known that such adjustment is not immediate, that its speed varies from one asset to another; depending upon circumstances it may be faster in the field of moveable property (Stock Exchange quotations, etc.) than of real estate, or vice versa. And the same may be said of bank deposits, the recovery of which, as for any other asset, should therefore not be considered as necessarily dependent upon an increase in the public's desire and capacity to save.

4. — These considerations explain why during 1945 and '46 the volume of bank deposits could register an increase noticeably exceeding the increase of note circulation.

Actually, because of the serious doubts entertained as to the reliability of the evaluations of real income and consumption in those years, it is rather difficult to determine whether the increment in monetary income was really being derived from savings on current income. Among the many conjectures, the correct one (5) if the purchaser pays in bank money and he (or others in his behalf) does not resort to bank credit to procure it. There is no increase in the over-all volume of deposits. The same must be said of deposits made by individuals as savings from current income that involve no change in the "degree of banking mobilization". This results from the fact that an almost equal increase in credits extended by the banks may be a necessary, even if not sufficient, condition for the increase of bank deposits.
may be that for the economy as a whole the aggregate of the various kinds of savings could not have exceeded the total value of foreign remittances, and these remittances, considering their actual yield in lire, are lower than the increase in bank deposits. However, during the two years considered, and especially in 1946, revaluation of various property assets has progressed rapidly, and it is with this revaluation that we can rightly connect the increase of bank deposits, which totalled 177.8 milliard lire in 1945 and 345.9 milliards in 1946.

In spite of such considerable increases (63.4 per cent in 1945 and 77.4 per cent in 1946), the desired "recovery" of deposits, in the meaning set forth above, is still far from attained. In fact, since meanwhile new banknotes were being emitted (increases of currency: 22% in 1945 and 31.5% in 1946), although the deposits without circulation have considerably increased (from 199 in 1944 to 204.7 in 1949 at the end of 1949), it has remained less than one-third of the prewar level.

5 — This confirms, of course, that the banks are still lagging behind their former status as credit intermediaries, considering the real value of the funds they have at their disposal.

However, besides considering the status and the amounts available for investment at given dates (e.g., at the end of the year), we should not lose sight of the variations and movements occurring within those dates. In fact, while on one hand an appraisal of bank funds can be of considerable interest in determining the banks' position in the sense above discussed, on the other hand the investigation of movements within time can be of no less interest in determining what degree of influence the banks exert on the dynamics of money and credit.

In this context it is almost needless to recall that beside the credit function the banks exercise a less essential monetary function, which consists in the mere fact that they, according to John Stuart Mill's brilliant definition, "coin" the credits entrusted to them by the public, turning them into "bank money" especially such types as current account deposits, which can be utilized by means of checks or giro operations. In other words, beside and independently of the influence they can exert on deposits through their credit function, the banks carry out a monetary function as a result of the mere fact that they "collect" deposits. It is also needless to recall the importance that bank deposits have gradually acquired as "bank money" compared with legal tender currency: according to Fisher's keen remark "the tail now wags the dog" (5).

In both the monetary and the credit function the most important factor affecting the economic dynamics is movement, rather than quantities. The important thing is not the volume of note circulation or bank money itself, but whether it is growing at a higher or lower rate, rather than the mere fact that it is growing or shrinking. In other words, just as we look at the variations in the volume of deposits rather than the volume itself to study dynamics, so we should look at the variations and not the volume of bank deposits.

6 — From this last viewpoint it can definitively be said that the banks have lost their real function. Far from it.

As a basis for comparison it may be borne in mind that in the pre-war period the expansion of deposits took place in 1936 and 1937 after a period of spirals lasting from 1927 to 1935, was respectively 5% and 5.4% (including interbank accounts), that is a total of 12% per cent and 2.9% increase over the respective volume of deposits at the beginning of the year. In real terms, the increase even in 1937 did not reach 5% of the national income.

But during 1945 and 46 the increase in deposits was 157.8 milliards in 1945 and 345.9 milliards in 1946, which is three times the allowance for the depreciation value of the lira are far higher than those reached before the war. This is emphasized by the percentage increase in the volume of deposits at the beginning of the year: as shown in the Table II it was 63.4% in 1945 and 77.4% in 1946; and also from the number of deposits of 1946 which can be estimated above 10% of the national income.

To be sure, if we want to correctly evaluate the importance of the variations of deposits, it would be unjustified to consider only the factors outlined above. Due consideration should also be given, as we said at the beginning, to the greater money and credit requirements which were and still are being experienced in every sector of economic activity, especially in connection with reconstruction needs. But one must also proceed with caution in evaluating these greater requirements, always bearing in mind Ricardo's classical admonition that "the sum required for such purpose cannot be defined. Commerce is insatiable in its demands, and the same portion of it may employ 1 million or 100 million of circulating medium; the quantity depends wholly on its value" (6). In other words, as Bresciani-Turroni observed in connection with the vicissitudes of the German mark, it is not to be believed that the increase in note circulation and (therefore, we add, in bank money) are a consequence rather than a cause of inflation because of the mere fact that these increases are preceded by price increases and therefore by greater monetary and credit requirements.

All things considered, we believe that one may affirm that taking into consideration the variations in deposits, the Italian banks have acquired in this phase an influence on the monetary and credit dynamics such as they never had in the past.

7 — One then comes to wonder whether the banks have acquired this greater influence through their own actions or merely as a result of circumstances. This, substantially, means wondering whether the appreciable increases in deposits can or cannot be ascribed to the credit policy pursued by the banks: whether, in other words, the banks are in a position to "create" deposits at their own will.

It is understandable that in the banking field there would be no wholly clear ideas on this matter since even the major economists have contributed to render this question "confused and confusing". The acceptance as an abnormal phenomenon, or even as a determining factor in the business cycle, of the fact that deposits can be increased at will, is generally ascribed to the "cash funds", and in a certain sense, to the "true" deposits, representing real savings and allegedly acting as the "healthy" basis for the volume of deposits, therefore "fictitious" deposits corresponding to the "cash funds" of business concerns deposited with banks (the so-called "gazette" di cassa). And only for these "cash funds" would it be generally admitted that the volume depends upon the credit extended by the banks, as if in this relationship there were nothing abnormal, if not improper.

It is obvious that the "cash funds" may depend on credits, the depositor (the bank's creditor) enjoys at the same time the bank's credit (becomes the bank's debtor). The designation of "fictitious" to these deposits is in a certain sense appropriate: the bank's assets and liabilities cancel out on this transaction without any real change in the net position of either bank or depositor. The si-
tuation is not much different if the various business concerns are considered as an entity and the banking system too as a single entity: the credit extended by any bank to any concern can be passed on to another concern, which in turn may deposit the same or another bank its now increased "cash funds." In substance, as long as we remain within the circle of business concerns, it is apparent that the interlinking of credits which interconnect their "cash funds" in an involved network of the most varied relationships makes it possible to "create" deposits by an extension of credit.

However, if the situation is carefully analyzed, this must also be admitted as true for all other types of deposits, even the typical savings account saved by coin and entered in the savings bank. Indeed, these deposits—and it seems a paradox—could be considered as "fictitious" according to those same criteria whereby the postulates are stated in the form of "cash funds" are "classified as fictitious." The credit interlinking of "cash funds" is not confined to the business circle but more or less finished by affecting, of course to a lesser extent, the typical savers. Thus, for instance, a typical country saver who deposits his money in a rural bank can or cannot keep his deposits up to a certain figure depending on whether, buying a plow or fertilizer or whatever else, he may arrange to make deferred payments (a credit facility) with his dealer, who in turn is or is not in a position to grant this facility depending on whether he can obtain credit from his bank with greater or less abundance and promptness.

The same is obvious for a typical city saver trying to arrange for deferred payments when buying an apartment, a automobile, a radio, or a suit. Therefore, "creation" is not out of question in the "cash funds" as compared with other types of deposits; it is not a question of setting up a contrast but only of acknowledging that in the former the phenomenon of credit interlinking can operate more promptly and intensely.

Should we then infer from this that all deposits can be created by the banks by an act of their own exclusive will? The very contrary is true, for we must recognize that the increase of "cash funds" depends upon the same conditions required for the increase of the other deposits. In the case of the "cash funds," the good will of the business concerns keeping these amounts at the bank is required; we must, always reckon with the public's "preferences" within this meaning of the term. That is, the public must prefer to extend credit to the bank and hold bank deposits rather than other types of investments, including banknotes.

Although rejecting the conclusion that the banks can create deposits at their own absolute will, and therefore that they are capable of creating credits "out of nothing," it is not however easy to argue that for "cash funds" as well as for other categories of deposits the extension of credit by the banks can adversely influence the trend of deposits (7). Indeed, credit interlinking can in itself act as a stabilizing factor in defraying, the public to vary the "degree of banking mobilization" of wealth; as an outside hypothesis, anyone can have deposits at a bank while having no property at all, or even negative property, in consequence of credits extended to him by other persons in turn are the more or less direct recipients of banking credit. Aside from the credit interlinking (which we mentioned first not because it is the most important system of deposit expansion but simply because we have already started talking about the "cash funds," which interlinking is especially operative), there are also other ways by which the extension of credits can influence the increase of deposits; they can vary the "degree of banking mobilization," affect the size and distribution of the current national income, give rise to considerable development and emergency profits (such as the above-mentioned revaluation gains). It is especially on these latter possibilities of income variations, either ordinary or emergency, and upon the related possibilities of changes in the volume of voluntary savings that the so-called "productivist" conception of credit, in connection with which, without referring as far back as the book La MAGGIORE DI CREDITO SOVRAZIONE (The Magic of Credit Revealed) by the Italian writer Friseo (1824), we would do well to recall the still living pages written by Francesco Ferrara (1827).

In conclusion, therefore, the banks, taken as a system, have a through many different ways and methods a considerable capacity to exert a decisive influence upon the volume of deposits by means of the credits they extend to the public.

8. — In accepting the conception outlined above, we acknowledge that mutually dependent relations exist between bank deposits and credits just as in other fields of economic activity. We recognize, in other words, that the "gathering" of deposits is not a phenomenon that exists by itself, necessary as an antecedent to the extension of credits, but rather that the "gathering" process is also a function of the use of the deposits.

However, the reference to a general interdependence among the various factors of economic activity implies that the credits and deposit interconnection is not only between themselves, as is implied by some mechanistic theories on the creation of deposits, but that one can affect the other only if, and to the extent that, other factors concern, among which, as we have already noted, a special importance is to be attached to the public's "preferences." It may therefore be accepted that on one hand each credit extended by the banks in whatever manner and form always gives rise to the possibility of an increase of deposits. And, on the other hand, there is no way of finding out if, in what measure, and with how much delay, this possibility actually materializes. In other words, it is impossible to deduce from the movement of deposits and credits how much of the variation of the one is to be attributed to variation in the other. However, even without arriving at quantitative estimates, it can be assumed that the larger the upward and downward swings of credit, the greater are their chances of driving deposits in the same direction.

And, therefore, this discussion of how the banks employ the means at their disposition also serves to determine the direction in which they may affect the "creation of deposits." In the particular case in question, it tells us whether the banks have been instrumental in neutralizing or in aggravating the inflation of legal tender currency through the obstacles they have imposed or the impetus they have given to the expansion of bank money.

9. — Before going into such a study of the mode of employment of banking funds it should be pointed out, if not already obvious, that everything said above about deposits is also true for assegnì circolari in circulation (8).

As shown by Table III, the volume of assegnì circolari grew considerably faster than the volume of circulation, and more rapidly than that of deposits: at the end of 1945 it had increased 51 times since the end of 1938, while notes emitted had increased 23 times, and the volume of deposits only 13 times.

It is therefore natural that assegnì circolari have acquired an importance to the banking system which they had never had before: while at the end of 1938 they made up only 2.3% of the total "alien funds" (fondi dei terzi) (9), at the end of 1946 the were up to 99%.

It therefore follows that the trend in the employment of bank funds should be consid-

(7) Indeed, as mentioned in footnote 4 above, an apparent majority (comparable increase of the volume of credits extended by the banks to the public can be considered a necessary, even if not sufficient, condition for the increase of deposits at 1 when.

(8) The assegnì circolari are literally translated as "circulare che," but does not correspond exactly to the instrument called by that name in English. It is a specially regulated negotiable instrument signed and issued only by duly authorized credit institutions for a specified amount and to the order of a specified person and payable at sight to the payee or indorsed at all offices of the issuing institution; the amount must be paid available by the customer to the credit institution at the moment of issuing by payment through cash (the more frequent case), deposit account, or credit facilities. It is therefore quite different from an order to pay, resembling rather a promissory note; in the Italian market it has gained much importance, as a convenient and safe means of making payments and of transferring funds from place to place (see R.D.I. No. 131 of 31 September 1943).

(9) The outside capital placed at disposal of the banks, i.e., savings and sundry deposits and current accounts of the clients, plus assegnì circolari in circulation.
erated in connection with the behavior of "alien funds" as shown in Table IV, and not with the behavior of deposits alone.

### Table III

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>End of Period</th>
<th>Total assicini in circulation</th>
<th>Yearly variations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amount (milliard lire)</td>
<td>Index number (1938 = 100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>101.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>103.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>105.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1942</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>107.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>109.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(See footnote 1.)

16. It is quite natural that the employment of bank funds during the war years followed the same pattern in Italy as that more or less followed in other countries. Considering the principal categories of bank assets and their ratio to the "alien funds" (Table V), we see that there occurred first of all a considerable increase in the so-called "available assets" (disponibilità) (a), not only of those deposited at the Bank of Issue in "ordinary" and "special" accounts but also, and in amounts far from negligible, at the Treasury. These "available assets" increase by the end of 1944 to 59.7% of the total amount of "alien funds", as against 44.7% at the end of 1938. Less sharp variations were registered by the investments in securities, the bulk of which were Treasury bills and other State-issued securities; the percentage in these investments moved from 93.2% at the end of 1938 up to a peak of 94.3% at the end of 1943, then down to 34.2 absolute figures as well as the percentages: the overall amount invested in credits to bank clients dropped from 79.4 milliard lire at the end of 1942 to 66.8 milliards at the end of 1943; at the end of 1944 it was only 73.9 milliards, 165.3% of the 1938 figure while notes emitted were up to 1419.9% and "alien funds" to 448.9%.

### Table IV

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>End of Period</th>
<th>Total &quot;alien funds&quot;</th>
<th>Yearly variations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Amount (milliard lire)</td>
<td>Index number (1938 = 100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>101.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>103.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>105.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1942</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>107.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>109.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(a) As stated above in footnote 9, this item (normally designated as fondi dei siti) includes savings and sundry deposits and current accounts of the clients, plus asicini in circulation.

16. It is quite natural that the employment of bank funds during the war years followed the same pattern in Italy as that more or less followed in other countries. Considering the principal categories of bank assets and their ratio to the "alien funds" (Table V), we see that there occurred first of all a considerable increase in the so-called "available assets" (disponibilità) (a), not only of those deposited at the Bank of Issue in "ordinary" and "special" accounts but also, and in amounts far from negligible, at the Treasury. These "available assets" increase by the end of 1944 to 59.7% of the total amount of "alien funds", as against 44.7% at the end of 1938. Less sharp variations were registered by the investments in securities, the bulk of which were Treasury bills and other State-issued securities; the percentage in these investments moved from 93.2% at the end of 1938 up to a peak of 94.3% at the end of 1943, then down to 34.2 absolute figures as well as the percentages: the overall amount invested in credits to bank clients dropped from 79.4 milliard lire at the end of 1942 to 66.8 milliards at the end of 1943; at the end of 1944 it was only 73.9 milliards, 165.3% of the 1938 figure while notes emitted were up to 1419.9% and "alien funds" to 448.9%.

### Table V

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Available assets (a)</th>
<th>Securities (b)</th>
<th>Credits to clients (c)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>End of Period</td>
<td>Amount (milliard lire)</td>
<td>Index number (1938 = 100)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1938</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>100.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1939</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>103.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1940</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>105.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1941</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>107.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1942</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>109.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1943</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>113.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) As explained above in footnote 10, includes: a) cash on hand (comple); b) sums available at sight (nonne disponibili a vista), which concern accounts with the Treasury and sight deposits at the Bank of Italy; c) time deposits with the Treasury and other institutions (depositi in stocke presso il Tesoro and altri istituti, mainly the Bank of Italy) (see Bollettino mensile of the Bank of Italy, 1937, n. 1, Table XX, p. 33).

16. It is quite natural that the employment of bank funds during the war years followed the same pattern in Italy as that more or less followed in other countries. Considering the principal categories of bank assets and their ratio to the "alien funds" (Table V), we see that there occurred first of all a considerable increase in the so-called "available assets", there was a sharp curtailment in advances and other credits to clients which dropped to 26.7% in 1944 as against 38.2% in 1938.

This shows how much ground the banks had lost in their credit intermediary activity. Not only had the amount of the "alien funds", as compared with the volume of note circulation, dropped to as low as one third its prewar level (the ratio of "alien funds" to currency emitted having dropped between the end of 1938 and 1944 from 252:5 to 86.8%), but hardly one-quarter of this curtailment was invested in advances and other credits to clients, as against three-quarters thus invested in the prewar period. This decrease is shown in the present at the end of 1944. On the other hand, namely as a counterpart to the increase in "available assets", there was a sharp curtailment in advances and other credits to clients which dropped to 26.7% in 1944 as against 38.2% in 1938.

It was quite reasonable that the banks should tend to revert to previous proportions among the various kinds of investments. It was quite natural for the individual banks to interpret "reconstruction" as meaning not only the return to their former deposits-note circulation ratio but also the restoring of the former ratio between the credits extended to clients and the volume of the "alien funds".

And it is therefore easy to see why subsequent "recovery" of bank lending activity in 1945 and 46 was received with unalloyed satisfaction, and not only by banking circles, why, in other words, it was considered significant evidence of the mighty contribution which the banking system through its own recovery was capable of giving to the general economic reconstruction. During these two years, as we...
already mentioned, not only did the banks fill a substantial proportion of the gap between the level reached by the note circulation and the new level of deposits, but they also reverted with unexpected speed towards their former proportions among investments. By the end of 1946, advances and other credits to clients had actually reached 54.4% of the "alien funds," a percentage twice as high as in 1944: and their absolute amount had increased 6 times from 739 million lire at the end of 1944 to 436 million lire at the end of 1946.

11. — Evaluation of this behaviour cannot but leave one perplexed, if instead of considering, as we have so far done, the amount of the various investments at the various dates, we consider the variations gradually registered by these investments: instead of considering how much importance the banks were able to recover in their credit intermediary function, we consider the amount of influence the banking system was in a position to exert upon the dynamics for currency and credit.

It is clear that the influence exerted during 1945 and 1946 was opposite to that exerted during the war years. During the war, as shown by the figures on Table VI, the variations of advances and other credits to clients were extremely modest, and in 1943 even negative, as was mentioned above. At that time banking activity, either deliberately or unintentionally, tended to neutralize growing inflation in banknote emissions. Following the reasoning used in discussing the creation of deposits, one may come to the conclusion that this limitation of credits has served to brake rather than encourage the expansion of deposits. In other words, the initially pointed out sharp decrease in deposits as compared with note circulation is due to the limitation of credits by the part of the banks. And thus, in a certain sense and measure, the expansion of legal currency could be, at least partially, counterbalanced by controlling the volume of bank notes.

During 1945 and 1946 the reverse phenomenon took place, and this, too, in a certain sense and measure, could be considered unavoidable. Actually, if the banks were to recover their former positions, including the former distribution of investments, it was unavoidable that the increase in credits to clients should absorb a larger portion of the increase of deposits than in preceding years. It was not necessary, however, that the "recovery" in distribution of investments took place at the same time as the "recovery" in the post-war note circulation ratio, and much less so for the said "recovery" of distribution to take place with such a fast "scendita" as first appeared in 1945 and reached its peak during the second half of 1946.

12. — This tends to confirm, based on a study of the employment of banking funds, what has been said based on the study of the "gathering" of deposits. It is true that the banks have lost importance as regards their position in the credit intermediary system, but at the same time—and especially during the second half of 1946—they have acquired an unprecedented importance in the influence they can exert on the dynamics of currency and credit. In Italy too the tail may have wagged the dog.

Actually, the credit expansion, considering its amount and rate, could not but affect the creation of deposits in the same amply set forth above. Besides other reasons, we saw (para. 3) that the increase of deposits may be considered as one particular case of the revaluation of property assets. And we have also suggested (para. 10) that the successive waves of credits inserted by the banks into the productive process may have substantially contributed to this revaluation. Under few other circumstances, perhaps, could revaluation of deposits have had such a decisive effect as it may be presumed to have had in Italy during 1946.

The expansion of credits would have therefore been the propelling factor in the expansion of deposits, so that the inflation of legal tender currency was accompanied and even out-run by a less serious inflation of the bank money.

This occurrence could have been avoided, or at least reduced to almost negligible proportions, had the "recovery" in the distribution of investments, that is, the increase of credits to clients, been kept under control as long as the "recovery" of the deposits-ring circulation ratio was in progress, i.e., while the increase in deposits was following an upward trend.

It may even be wondered whether one of these "recoveries" is not incompatible with the other. Or at least it cannot be believed that the "recovery" of the deposits-ring circulation ratio can be permanently achieved along as there is a "scendita" in the emission of banknotes. Such recovery did take place from 1944 to 1946 inasmuch as from 1944 to 1945 the currency being emitted at a decreasing rate (see Table II): from 128.8% of the initial value in 1943 the increase dropped to 76.3% in 1944 and to 22% in 1945. It is possible, although, over-all data are still unavailable, that the "recovery" of this ratio had already ceased by 30 June 1947 as a result of both the increase in the number of banknotes. It is enough to remember that, during the peak expansion of bank credits registered before the war (1936), the increment was 2.3 million lire compared with a total volume of credits to clients in the vicinity of 40 million lire, while the increment in the 1945 expansion was 86.8 million lire and in the 1946 expansion 72.5 million lire, corresponding respectively to 12.7% and 17.1%, of the volume of credits at the beginning of the year. And, as for the "scendita" of credit granting, it is sufficient to notice that, during the third quarter of 1946, the percentage of increase for some of the principal banks was 3 times that of the first quarter.

Of course, the increased reconstruction needs in themselves called for appreciable increases in bank credits. However, we cannot overcome the suspicion that under the various circumstances that physically limited economic activity, lack of electric power, raw materials, etc.—the increase of credits may have gone beyond the actual needs. Or, rather, we cannot reject the possibility that it was this very increase of credits, which, as per Ricardo's above-quoted admonition, caused the increased requirements of business activity under the most varied aspects, inasmuch as it mostly resulted in price and wage increases and a correlated acceleration in the revaluation of capital property, including stocks.
in the emission of notes and of the opposing declining rate of deposit increase.

This conclusion would also be consistent with the fact that, with just this intention of preventing the piling of a credit inflation on top of a monetary inflation, it has already (second quarter of 1947) been necessary to consider the advisability of restricting the extension of credits — and such restriction has actually occurred. It is not beyond possibility that this policy of restrictions may be further extended in order to face the expected decrease of deposits; but, in so doing, while each individual bank would be following the "sound" rules of traditional banking policy, the banking system as a whole would be running after its shadow: endeavoring to counterbalance the reduction of deposits by increasing credits, which, however, in addition to other factors, would further reduce deposits.

And thus the banks would once again exert a dominating influence upon the dynamics of currency and credit; they would be causing, even with the best intentions of checking inflation, a true credit deflation that would be no less harmful than the inflation they proposed to fight.

13. What conclusions can we draw from the analysis, perhaps overly spelled out, of the preceding paragraphs? In truth, they are all but farfetched.

First of all, it is to be stressed that the banks have the greatest interest in preventing monetary and credit inflation. Only by stopping inflation can they recover their former importance in their essential function as credit intermediaries. Needless to repeat, it would be vain for them to hope to recover that importance without preventing, in proper manner and in due time, an excessive expansion of their credits — and it would also be vain to hope to rescue the situation by pursuing a contrary policy of credit contraction.

This leads to the stressing of another fundamental aspect of banking policy, which is that while in other fields Adam Smith’s thesis may still be valid, that the best interests of all individuals are served by each individual operating for his own private benefit, in the banking field this does not apply. No matter how much each banking institution seeks its own good, maintaining the most scrupulous compliance with its duties, the banking system as a whole can cause, or at least intensify, the "seawaving" to the opposite phases of the cycle with all those serious disturbances of the general economic activity which are nowadays rightly considered so important, especially as regards employment.

As far as this question is concerned, it may be said that a general agreement has been reached in the field of general economic policy, whatever the "creed" of the individual economists. It was Hayek, the staunchest supporter of economic freedom, who represented an uncontrolled banking system as a cart travelling down a road bordered on each side by walls, which instead of keeping to the middle of the road, proceeds by bumping back and forth from one wall to another (12).

All feel that this should be prevented, and this, proceeding from the metaphor to the concrete, means that banking policy must be governed by an integrated understanding of the over-all needs, especially those that affect the dynamics of currency and credit. It means that those who are responsible for banking policy must be given, through an appropriate choice among the various technical possibilities, the "levers" necessary to implement their functions.

This, to be sure, will impose restrictions on the initiative of the individual institutions. But these restrictions, on the basis of what has been said above, rather than hampering the opportunities of each bank, should serve to ensure a more steady and consistent progress, so that the individual bank and the banking system as a whole may effectively and stably recover and even increase their former importance.


Survey of the Italian Monetary Situation

1. Last April, when the first number of this Review published the "Considerations on the Dynamics of the Italian Inflation" by Prof. G. Pietrera, the doubts on the future of the lira were growing, stimulated not only by the steady increase of the currency and the rise in prices, but above all by the grave budget deficit estimated at not less than 650 million lire for the financial year 1946-47. How could the Treasury cover such deficits, and the others of like proportions foreseen for the future without recourse to new big note issues which would accelerate the progressive disinflation of the currency? What other remedies could be applied when the Government was losing credit, the subscriptions to Treasury bills were falling off more and more, when the possibility of floating public loans was becoming problematic after the poor results of the Reconstruction Loan issued in December 1946, when business was competing with the Treasury for the means required for reconstruction and reconversion, when the negotiations for foreign loans were proceeding slowly and laboriously? These remarks, repeated and turned into slogans, were beginning to shape the market outlook and to codify its behaviour, and this was leading to what might have become the first stage in a parallel fight from the left. During March and April 1947, but more especially in April, this dager acquired alarming proportions. The lira crisis made itself felt with full force in the most sensitive businesses: circles, the stock-exchange. The general index number of shares which, with marked ups and downs, had followed since 1946 an upward trend, thus adjusting itself to the rise in other prices, more doubled in a few weeks. It rose from 166.37 on 26 March to 315.11 on 5 May 1947 (1928 = 100, Milan Stock Exchange).

A boom, which again placed the Bourse in the centre of the stage after nearly twenty years of slumber, clearly showed the disorderly and speculative hunt for prices and above all for shares, which, with marked ups and downs, had followed since 1946 an upward trend, thus adjusting itself to the rise in other prices, more doubled in a few weeks. It rose from 166.37 on 26 March to 315.11 on 5 May 1947 (1928 = 100, Milan Stock Exchange).

The change of Government that occurred in May 1947 and the prospect of a more systematic and better-organized financial plan, with credit restrictions, control of the money market, limitation of expenditure, and growth of revenue receipts, led to a partial reversal of the situation. Quotations slumped by nearly 99% on the exchanges (from 3993 on May 5 to 875 on July 7); this was due mainly to the tightening of credit on which inflated positions rested. On the other hand, the markets for real goods weathered the shock, though the rise in wholesale prices was less steep in June. Indeed they were still influenced by the further note issues called for by Treasury needs and by the scarcity of goods, aggravated by the poor crops obtained in Italy in 1947.

The apparently contradictory situation to which this has given rise (July 1947) is substantially a situation of suspense. What is now known as the "second inflation of the lira", that developed since June 1946, has reached what might be called a turning point. In some directions it has been contained and abruptly halted; in others it is continuing: positive and negative factors cross wires, oppose one another, and condition the lines of the financial policy that the new Government is trying to make more decisive and coherent. The critical point has not yet been turned, but the efforts now being made allow us to hope that we are entering on a new phase of consolidation.

In the following paragraphs we shall endeavour:
(a) to supply the data required for documenting the inflationary dynamics of the first half of 1947;
(b) to describe more especially one aspect of the situation on which Prof. Pietrera could not dwell, i.e., the monetary policy of the Government in view of the inflationary dynamics and with special regard to the problem of the relations between the need of a more systematic credit policy;
(c) to define the more important positive and negative features of the immediate prospects.

The growth of note circulation and the rise of prices

2. Taken as a whole the note circulation (Bank of Italy notes, AM lire, and Treasury notes) has increased from 30 June 1946 to 31 May 1947 by 166,621 million lire, or by about 49% (Table I). The average monthly increase in this period was 14,735 million lire, a rate of increase that might have been exceeded in June 1947.

This growth of the currency was matched by a steady relative recovery of the production as compared to the first post-war period, a production which however remained nearly stationary during the period under consideration.